How has history been constructed and recorded over time?
(You will need to consider these issues in your source analysis and in your projects)

- changing methods of historians:
evidence based or problem oriented? empirical method or theory based?
qualitative or quantitative?
evidence available to historians - ancient world
  - middle ages
  - early modern world
  - modern world
  - digital age

- how historians work:
Research - where? Archives, specialist libraries, museums, institutions - private and public
Write - for publication; where to publish?: audience - popular or academic;
history or fiction? Political issues/national concerns
Teach - tertiary and secondary sectors

- Georges Duby (October 7, 1919 - December 3, 1996) was a French historian specializing in the social and economic history of the Middle Ages. He ranks among the most influential medieval historians of the twentieth century and was one of France's most prominent public intellectuals from the 1970s until his death in 1996.